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Dynamics of the Coulomb explosion of large clusters in a strong laser field

Isidore Last and Joshua Jortner
School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

~Received 30 November 1999; published 8 June 2000!

The multielectron ionization and Coulomb explosion of Xe55, Xe249, Xe531, and Xe1061 clusters in a strong
laser field is studied using classical dynamics simulations, which describe the motion of unbound electrons and
ions. The generation of the unbound electrons is described as the removal of bound electrons from their host
atoms ~ions! by the electrostatic barrier suppression or collisional ionization. According to the results of
simulations performed for the laser power 1016 W/cm2 and frequency 0.386 fs21, almost all unbound electrons
are removed from the clusters. In large Xe531 and Xe1061 clusters, electrons are removed mainly when the size
of the clusters is enlarged due to Coulomb explosion. The quasiresonance energy enhancement is shown to be
mainly responsible for the removal of electrons from the clusters. The energy enhancement process is ham-
pered by electron-electron and electron-ion collisions.

PACS number~s!: 36.40.Gk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters are often considered as bridge systems betw
isolated molecules and the condensed phase. Such a po
view is supported by the multitude of observations that m
of the properties of clusters, apart from specific cluster s
effects, are changing more or less monotonously with th
size, being close to those of isolated molecules and c
densed phase systems in the limiting cases of small and l
clusters, respectively@1–3#. An exception to such a regular
ity in the cluster behavior is exhibited by the phenomenon
multielectron dissociative ionization~MEDI! @4–13#.

The MEDI phenomenon was first detected in molecu
@4–6#. When a molecule is subjected to a strong laser fi
(S.1013W/cm2! all atoms of this molecule become ionize
leading to Coulomb explosion and the production of atom
ions. The kinetic energy of the product atomic ions of t
MEDI process is expected to increase with the size o
system@14#, being of the order of several or tens of eV
diatomic molecules@4–6# and hundreds of eV in small,n
<13 clusters @7,8#. In large clusters composed ofn
'103– 105 atoms, the kinetic energy of the product ions b
comes extremely high, mostly of the order of tens or hu
dreds of keV, reaching in clusters composed ofn;105

nuclear energy scale values of about 1 MeV@9–13#. In large
clusters, the product ions are mostly highly ionized, up t
charge per ion ofq5140 in the case of xenon cluste
@9–13#. The Coulomb explosion of large clusters may
also accompanied by x-ray generation@15#. The increase of
the MEDI efficiency with the cluster size cannot be extrap
lated smoothly to very large~n@105, probably! clusters
since in the limit case of the condensed phase the ME
process does not take place at all. The highly efficient ME
of large (n;103– 105) clusters is a unique phenomeno
which differs in a significant way from the MEDI of mol
ecules and small clusters, and it has no analogy in solids
liquids.

The MEDI of a diatomic molecule may be described
the charge resonance enhancement ionization~CREI! mecha-
nism @16–18#. This mechanism connects the electron ene
enhancement with an inner potential barrier, which separ
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the potential wells inside the molecule. The inner barr
increases with the interatomic distanceR preventing at some
distanceRb the classical electron motion between the tw
atoms~ions! so that atR.Rb the electron can jump betwee
the two atoms~ions! due to tunneling only. In a strongly
charged molecule, the tunneling may provide conditions
the quasiresonance enhancement of the electron energy
consequently for the electron removal from the molec
@19,20#. As has recently been shown by us, more effect
ionization is provided by the dynamic mechanism of the q
siresonance energy enhancement@18#. According to this
mechanism, which is of classical origin, the electron ene
may increase simultaneously with the rise of the inner b
rier. This mechanism was also shown to take place in sm
clusters@18#.

In a large multicharged cluster, the inner potential barri
cannot play any important role in the process of energy
hancement because the energy of the unbound electro
high, being well above the inner barriers@21#. We will show
that in such a cluster the quasiresonance enhancement o
unbound electron energy is realized while these electr
oscillate inside the cluster or in the space around it. T
mechanism of the electron removal from a cluster~outer ion-
ization! was studied recently through a classical dynam
simulation of electron motion in the approximation of fixe
cluster geometry and a fixed number of unbound electr
@22#. In the present work we perform the full-scale classic
dynamics simulation, considering both the light~electrons!
and the heavy~ions! particle motion and taking into accoun
the generation of unbound electrons by inner ionization p
cesses. A similar dynamics simulation was performed
cently by Ditmire but only for small, up ton555, Arn clus-
ters @23#.

It is also of considerable interest to study theoretically
MEDI process in large clusters, which exhibit features d
ferent from those of small clusters@9#. In the present work
we will treat relatively large Xen clusters, up ton51061. We
chose Xe clusters because in a strong laser field Xe at
can be deprived not only of their outer shell electrons, like
the case of Ar atoms, but also of their innerd-shell electrons,
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013201
providing the opportunity to study the formation of strong
charged,q.8, ions.

II. METHODOLOGY OF THE DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

The process of cluster ionization and Coulomb explos
involves three different kinds of particles: the electro
bound to host ions, the unbound electrons, and the he
particles~ions!. The most complicated problem is present
by the bound electrons because their motion is of quan
origin. In the present dynamic simulations of cluster ioniz
tion we shall follow the work of Ref.@23# with the bound
electrons not being explicitly treated, and the inner ionizat
being described as the generation of unbound electron
ions ~atoms! when the conditions for inner ionization ar
fulfilled.

The unbound electrons can be treated classically w
their de Broglie wavelengthl is considerably smaller tha
the internuclear spacingd. According to Fig. 1, which pre-
sents three electron trajectories, electrons oscillate inside
cluster. The kinetic energy of these oscillations~Fig. 2! ex-
ceeds mostly 33 eV, with the energy corresponding tol
5d/252.2 Å. It follows that quantum effects of the electro
motion are not of much importance, so that the class
approach can be accepted. The classical approach is o

FIG. 1. Three electron trajectories in the Xe531 cluster. Trajec-
tories~b! and~c! are presented not from the beginning but only f
the time intervals that precede the ionization event. Irradiation
rameters: maximal power,Smax51016 W/cm2; frequency, n
50.386 fs21: —, electron motion along the laser field polarizatio
--, electron distance from the cluster center; ---, cluster radius;¯ ,
the laser field~in arbitrary units!.

FIG. 2. Kinetic energy of the trajectories presented in Fig. 1
~a! and ~b!.
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ously applicable for the simulation of heavy particles. T
interaction of electrons with the very strong laser field is a
of a classical character due to the large number of phot
involved @24#. It follows that the simulation of the MEDI
process of large clusters in the framework of classical m
chanics is quite substantiated.

In our classical dynamics simulation, we have to take in
account three kinds of interactions, namely, electro
electron, electron-ion, and ion-ion interactions. The Coulo
potential of the electron-electron interaction is modified b
smoothing term in order to avoid a steep increase in force
very small distances and the violation of energy conserva
@22#:

Ue2e5
B

Ar 21r 0
2

, ~1!

whereB514.385 eV Å and the smoothing parameter is tak
asr 050.2 Å. This value was chosen as the minimal smoo
ing parameter, which does not violate the energy conse
tion. We note in passing that in Ref.@22# there was a mis-
print in the r 0 value, but the calculations were performe
with the correct parameter given above.

The potential of the electron-ion interaction is express
as the sum of the Coulomb attractive potential and a sh
range repulsive term@22#. The short-range term simulates th
repulsive component of the electron-ion interaction and a
prevents the penetration of electrons into the inner core
gion of very high Coulomb forces, which may result in th
violation of energy conservation. It is generally accepted
present the repulsive term as an exponential function@25#. In
such a presentation, however, the penetration of energ
electrons into the inner core region of ions is not prevent
To this end the power functionr 2h serves much better@22#.
The potential of the electron interaction with a neutral ato
is provided in Ref.@25#. This potential is well fitted by the
power function Cq/r 6, where q is the ion charge, with
Cq50570 eV Å6 @22#. We use theCq /r 6 function to de-
scribe the repulsive potential for an arbitraryq, presenting
the electron-ion interaction potential as

Ue2q52
Bq

r
1

Cq

r 6 . ~2!

Unfortunately, theCq parameters forq.0 cannot be deter-
mined directly since there are no data for the electron-
interactions. It is reasonable to suggest only that theCq pa-
rameter decreases withq. However, the need to prevent th
violation of energy conservation compels us to limit theCq
coefficient from below. It was found that this limit isCq
'0.5 eV Å6. In order to produce theCq coefficient for any
ionic chargeq, we expressCq by a simple and to some
extent arbitrary relation, which provides a correct number
q50 (70 eV Å6) and meets the conditionCq.0.5 eV Å6:

Cq50.51
840

I q
, ~3!
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DYNAMICS OF THE COULOMB EXPLOSION OF LARGE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 013201
where I q is the ionization potential~in eV! of the q-fold
charged ion.

The ion-ion interactions are described by a Coulomb
tential. All other interactions between ions or neutral ato
are ignored in our simulation. Such an approach is feas
since in a strong laser field atoms quickly lose one or m
electrons so that the Coulomb potential becomes the do
nant interaction@22#, in contrast to the case of the weak
charged clusters@26#.

The laser field force acting on an electron is

eFl5eF0 cos~2pnt1w0!, ~4!

whereF0 , n, andw0 are the laser field amplitude, frequenc
and initial phase, respectively. We also take into account
forces generated by the magnetic component of the l
field. We found the magnetic-field effect on the ionizati
process to be of minor importance.

Initially, prior to the switching on of the laser field, th
cluster is composed of neutral atoms. After the laser field
switched on, the process of inner ionization starts, resul
in the bound electron removal from their host atoms and
transformation of neutral atoms into charged ions. The
bound electrons generated by the inner ionization may
removed from the cluster to infinity, presenting the proc
of outer ionization. In order to describe the outer ionizati
we simulate the motion of the unbound electrons. Howev
in order to know the number of unbound electrons, one a
needs to simulate the inner ionization process. The inner
ization can be realized by two mechanisms: the suppres
of the electrostatic barriers of the host ions~suppression
mechanism! and the electron collisional ionization.

Let us consider first the suppression mechanism. The c
dition for the inner ionization is the suppression of a pote
tial barrier, which keeps a bound electron inside its host a
~ion! subjected to an external electrostatic field. Initially,
the neutral cluster, only the outer laser field can be resp
sible for the inner ionization of atoms. However, after t
neutral atoms are ionized by the outer field and some of
unbound electrons are removed from the cluster, the clu
becomes charged, providing an electrostatic field that m
enhance the inner ionization of the cluster ions~the so-called
ignition mechanism@27#!. Considering the electron-host io
interaction in the Coulomb approximation, one obtains
following condition for the electrostatic barrier suppressio

ueFu.I q
2/4B~q11!, ~5!

whereF is the field generated by the laser and the char
particles of the cluster.

The probability of the collisional ionization of a singl
atom ~ion! can be estimated by Lotz’s expression for t
ionization cross section@28#. When applied to the ionization
of the i-fold ionized ion withi 5q, this expression is

s i5a(
j 51

J S 1

KI j
D lnS K

I j
D , ~6!

wherea5450 (eV)2 Å 2, K is the kinetic energy of the im
pact electron,I j is the ionization potential of thej-fold ion-
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ized ion (j > i ), andI J,K,I J11 . We suggest that one tak
into account only the first term in Eq.~6!, whose contribution
to s i dominates. In this approximation, we takei 5q and the
ionization impact parameter is

bq5
1

p
A a

KI q
lnS K

I q
D . ~7!

The ionization takes place when the impact parameterb of
the incident electron is smaller than the ionization imp
parameter:

b,bq . ~8!

The impact parametersb and bq are obviously related to
infinite initial electron-ion distance. However, when pe
forming dynamic simulations in a dense system, one
determine the incident electron parameters on a finite
tance from an ion only. Consequently, the problem t
arises involves finding the connection between the local~at a
finite distance! parameters and those at infinity for the inc
dent electron. We suggest that the local parameters a
electron-ion distancer l , which is significantly smaller than
the interatomic distance, be determined so that the collis
can be treated in the same way as for an isolated electron
pair. The distancer l is assumed, however, to be significant
large to ignore the short-range repulsive term of Eq.~2!. This
condition can be easily fulfilled forq.1 since in this case
the repulsive term, according to Eqs.~2! and~3!, contributes
significantly only at distances much smaller than the int
atomic distance. Suggesting thatr l is the distance where th
repulsive term is ten times smaller than the Coulomb pot
tial, one obtains forq52 and 3r l51.5 and 1.0 Å, respec
tively, whereas the interatomic distance is larger than 4.3
The situation is worse forq50 and 1. Using the same crite
rion for q51 we obtainr l51.9 Å, which is somewhat, bu
not much, smaller than the interatomic distance. We also
the samer l distance for a neutral atom,q50, in spite of the
fact that at this distance the repulsive interaction is not sm
being about 1.5 eV. Fortunately, as will be shown in Sec.
the neutral atoms are not of much importance since all ato
are ionized in the very beginning of the ionization proce
Ignoring the repulsive term atr .r l , we are left with a pure
Coulomb potential that makes the connection between
kinetic energy at infinity~K! and atr l (Kl) quite trivial:

K5Kl2
Bq

r l
. ~9!

It is much more difficult to find the connection between t
impact parameter at infinityb and the local impact paramete
bl determined at the finite distancer l :

bl5vW l•rW l /v l , ~10!

whererW l is the radius vector directed from the incident ele
tron toward the attacked ion andvW l is the electron velocity at
rW l . In order to find this connection, we performed the sim
lation of the incident electron motion in the Coulomb field
1-3
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ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013201
the attacked ion. The results of the simulation allowed us
fit the impact parameterb’s dependence onbl by an analyti-
cal expression

b5
11j

j F11
h

11hGbl , ~11a!

where

j50.159r lK/q, ~11b!

h50.4S bl

r l
D 2

. ~11c!

Equation ~11a! is valid for conditionh!1, which can be
readily fulfilled.

When treating the collisional ionization in a charged clu
ter, we also have to take into account that the IPI q of Eq. ~7!
differs from that of an isolated ion. In a charged cluster,
inner ionization does not mean electron removal to infin
but to some interionic space where the electron becomes
bound~delocalized!. It follows that instead of using the IPI q
of an isolated ion, we have to use a smaller value of

I q85I q2
Bq

r 8
, ~12!

wherer 8 is of the order of half of the interionic distance.
The outer ionization event is recorded when the dista

RO between an electron and the cluster center is la
enough to ignore the interaction of this electron with oth
electrons. This condition was found to be met when the d
tanceRO was at least 15 times larger than the cluster eff
tive radiusRcl :

RO.15Rcl . ~13!

The effective radiusRcl is determined as the mean-squa
root of the atom distribution

Rcl5A1

n (
i 51

n

Ri
2, ~138!

whereRi are the atomic distances from the center of ma
After the act of the outer ionization is recorded in accorda
with condition ~13! the electron is discarded from the sim
lation procedure. Consequently, the number of electron
the systemNe(t) is equal to the difference between the nu
ber of electronsNii (t) generated by the inner ionization pro
cesses and the number of electronsNoi(t) removed by the
outer ionization process:

Ne~ t !5Nii~ t !2Noi~ t !. ~14!

In our dynamic simulations, the classical equations of
motion of light particles~unbound electrons! are solved us-
ing the time steps of 531024 fs. These ultrashort time step
are necessary for the simulation of the dynamics of the li
particles, and were chosen to ensure the energy conserva
In the case of heavy particles~ions!, the time steps are muc
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larger, mostly of the order of 0.1 fs. These time steps h
been shown to provide stable simulation results.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Dynamic simulations have been performed for Xe55,
Xe249, Xe531, and Xe1061 clusters~initial radii R058.7, 15.0,
18.9, and 24.9 Å, respectively; interatomic distance of 4
Å!. The clusters are subjected to the irradiation of
Gaussian-shaped laser pulse with a temporal half full wi
at a half maximum of 100 fs, similar to that in Ref.@23#. The
initial phase of the field, Eq.~4!, is taken asw0590°.

The dynamics of cluster ionization and Coulomb exp
sion during the pulse irradiation is presented in Figs. 3 an
for the laser pulse intensity 1016W/cm2 and the frequency
n50.386 fs21. The inner ionization is characterized in the
figures as the number of electrons per atomqI removed from
the atoms. The outer ionization is characterized as the n
ber of electrons per atomqO removed from the cluster to
distanceRO Eq. ~13!. The Coulomb explosion is described a
the time evolution of the mean-square root of thex coordi-
nate of the cluster atoms, which is the coordinate of the la
field polarization,

X~ t !5A1

n (
i 51

n

xi
2 . ~15!

The x coordinate origin (x50) lies at the cluster center o
mass. TheX(t) value is presented in Fig. 4~c! as a dimen-
sionless value,X(t)/X(0).

The dynamics during the first 4 fs of the ionization pr
cess is presented in Fig. 3. The atoms begin to lose t
electrons in the very beginning of the pulse so that during
first half circle of the laser radiation (t'1.3 fs) they are de-
prived, on average, of six to seven electrons; i.e., they
deprived from all six 5p electrons and sometimes also fro
one 5s electron. Att54 fs, the inner ionization approache
the qI58 level, which implies that almost all of the oute
shell 5s25p6 electrons are already removed from their a
oms. The inner ionization level att,1.5 fs increases with the
cluster size, but att.1.5 fs it is nearly cluster size indepen
dent. The outer ionization begins with some delay, which

FIG. 3. Ionization dynamics in the first 4 fs of irradiation. Th
upper lines denote inner ionization, the lower ones outer ionizat
The numbers indicate the cluster size. Irradiation parameters a
Fig. 1.
1-4
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to50.93, 1.08, 1.18, and 1.28 fs for Xe55, Xe249, Xe531, and
Xe1061, respectively. The obvious reason for such a dela
the time the electrons need to overcome theRO distance, Eq.
~13!, which increases with the cluster size. Theto depen-
dence on the numbern of the cluster atoms is fitted satisfa
torily by a simple equation:

to5to1Cn1/6, ~16!

with to50.366 fs andC50.286 fs. Taking into account tha
RO is proportional ton1/3, we find thatto depends linearly on
ARO. Such dependence indicates the uniformly accelera
electron motion in the time intervalto,t,to . For all the
clusters considered here, this time interval lies around
first maximum of the laser field@w5180°, Eq.~4!# where the
field does not vary much, and it accelerates electrons out
the cluster in an almost uniform way.

FIG. 4. Ionization dynamics during the whole pulse. The nu
bers indicate the cluster size. Irradiation parameters as in Fig. 1~a!
Inner ionization,~b! outer ionization,~c! cluster expansion.
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The general picture of the ionization dynamics is d
played in Fig. 4. The inner ionization@Fig. 4~a!# crosses the
level qI58 at ;5 fs for all clusters. Further ionization i
realized by the removal of the 4d electrons. Because of th
large IP of these electrons, the process of the inner ioniza
is slowed down att.5 fs, reaching saturation at some long
time. The dependence of the saturation levelsqI on the clus-
ter size is presented in Fig. 5. The saturation levelqI in-
creases with the cluster size but not by much; namely, fr
qI58.33 in Xe55 to qI59.22 in Xe1061. As we see only in the
Xe1061 cluster, each atom loses on average more than oned
electron. The total number of electrons released by the s
pression and collisional mechanisms are presented in Tab
In contrast to the results of Ref.@23#, we found that the
contribution of the collisional ionization is of minor impor
tance, making up for only 1.2% of the total ionization yie
in the largest Xe1061 cluster, while in the Xe55 cluster we did
not detect any event of collisional ionization.

The process of outer ionization proceeds much faster
the saturation level is reached much sooner in smaller c
ters than in the larger ones@Fig. 4~b!#. Quantitatively, we
define the saturation pointts , presented in Fig. 5, somewha
arbitrarily, as the time when the ionization rate becom
smaller than ten electrons per femtosecond. The satura
point ts is satisfactorily fitted by (ts)fit52.95n1/2. The physi-
cal background for the;n1/2 size dependence ofts is not
clear. Figure 5 also presents the outer ionization satura
level qO’s dependence on the cluster size. In the Xe55 cluster
the saturation level of the outer ionization is the same as
of the inner ionization. In larger clusters the saturation le

-

TABLE I. The total number of electrons generated by the su
pression and collisional mechanisms of the inner ionization. Irrad
tion parameters: maximal power,Smax51016 W/cm2; frequency,n
50.386 fs21.

Xe55 Xe249 Xe531 Xe1061

Suppression 458 2166 4745 9669
Collisional 0 5 20 117

FIG. 5. Dependence of the inner and outer ionization satura
levels per atom~the right scale! and the saturation timets of the
outer ionization process~the left scale! on the cluster size. Irradia
tion parameters as in Fig. 1.
1-5
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of the outer ionization is only a little lower than that of th
inner ionization. This means that almost all electrons
moved from their host atoms by the inner ionization are a
removed from the cluster. This confirms the finding of o
previous work@22#—that the inner ionization constitutes th
bottleneck of the cluster ionization process.

Our calculations are based on the assumption that
outer laser field, Eq.~4!, does not depend on coordinate
Such an assumption implies the neglect of the light abso
tion by the cluster. In order to check the validity of th
assumption, we will estimate the light absorption in the la
est of the clusters treated here, namely, Xe1061. The gradient
of the light intensityW inside the cluster is equal, with th
opposite sign, to the rate of the energy losses per unit
ume. Suggesting the energy lossesE to be small and uni-
formly distributed inside the cluster, one obtains for the lig
intensity decrease along the propagation pathDx the expres-
sion

DW5
1

V

dE

dt
Dx, ~17!

whereV is the cluster volume. At the very beginning of th
pulse, the light absorption is caused almost solely by
inner ionization~Fig. 3! so that the decrease in the lig
intensity becomes

~DW! ii5I ~ j !
1

V~ t ! S dNii~ t !

dt DDx, ~18!

whereI ( j ) is the IP of the dominant ion at the time mome
t, and Nii is the number of electrons released by the in
ionization process@see Eq.~14!#. Calculations using the dat
of Fig. 3 show that the light intensity decrease along
cluster radius (Dx52R) is (DW) ii'631014W/cm2, which
makes up for about 10% of the total light intensityW at t
50. Such a small light intensity attenuation, which furthe
more takes place during a very short time interval of 0.3–
fs, can be neglected. Att.1.5 fs, the light absorption is
mainly caused by the outer ionization process. In this c
the light intensity decrease becomes

FIG. 6. Ionization dynamics inside the Xe1061 cluster.N is the
total number of unbound electrons inside the cluster,Q is the cluster
charge in thee-charge units~the left scale!, and E is the average
kinetic energy of electrons inside the cluster~the right scale!. Irra-
diation parameters as in Fig. 1.
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~DW!oi5Eoi~ t !
1

V~ t ! S dNoi~ t !

dt DDx, ~19!

whereNoi is the number of electrons removed from the clu
ter by the outer ionization process andEoi is the energy of an
electron removal from the cluster surface to infinity:

Eoi~ t !5B
Q~ t !

R~ t !
, ~20!

whereQ(t) is the total cluster charge andR(t) is the cluster
radius. Using the data of Figs. 4~b!, 4~c!, and 6 we found that
(DW)oi reaches its maximum att;35 fs where it is
(DW)oi'2.431014W/cm2 or only about 3% of the tota
light intensityW(t) at t535 fs. At t.45 fs the light absorp-
tion begins to decrease strongly due to the increase in
cluster volumeV(t) @Fig. 4~c!#. The electron gas heatin
~Fig. 6! also contributes to the light absorption but to a ve
small extent, according to our estimates. The analysis
performed supports our assumptions, which neglect the l
attenuation inside the cluster.

The dynamics of the cluster expansion is shown in F
4~c!. The cause of the cluster expansion is the Coulomb
pulsion between ions in a charged cluster. The charge of
clusters increases in the process of the outer ionization. T
the charge of the Xe1061cluster jumps almost immediately, a
the time scale of;3 fs, to the level of aboutQ51000 ~in
e-charge units!, but after this jump it begins to increase rel
tively slowly until it reaches the saturation level~Fig. 6!. The
increase of the cluster charge strengthens the Coulomb re
sion forces between ions and consequently the accelera
of the cluster expansion. As a result, the cluster size
creases as@R(t)/R(0)21#;t3, whereas in the case of
constant charge it increases as@R(t)/R(0)21#;t2 @14#. The
expansion, however, increases the interionic distances
contributes to the weakening of the Coulomb repuls
forces. At some instant this effect compensates for the ef
of the charge increase so that the acceleration begins to
crease and finally the expansion becomes uniform. In
small Xe55 cluster, the expansion is already uniform after t
middle of the pulse, whereas in the Xe1061 cluster it happens
only at the pulse’s end@Fig. 4~c!#. We suggest describing th

FIG. 7. Kinetic energy distribution of product ions. Irradiatio
parameters as in Fig. 1.
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expansion dependence ont, which fits both the small and
large t behavior, using the expression

R~ t !

R~0!
511

at3

11bt1gt2 . ~21!

In the Xe1061 case, the parameters of Eq.~21! were found to
be a51025 fs23, b53.1131023 fs21, g51.0231024 fs22.

Figure 4~c! presents the expansion along thex axis, the
axis of the light polarization. The expansion along the t
other axes is a little smaller than that along thex axis. Using
the cluster radiiRx andRy ~the radiiRy andRz were found to
be equal! we define the anisotropy parameter as

x5~Rx2Ry!/Rx . ~22!

The anisotropy parameters at the end of the pulse were fo
to be equal tox50.065, 0.080, 0.084, and 0.084 for Xe55,
Xe249, Xe531, and Xe1061, respectively.

The final kinetic-energy distributions of ions are shown
Fig. 7. The distributions demonstrate pronounced osc
tions, which are associated with the cluster shells or s
shells. Thus in the case of the Xe55 cluster, the small peak is
connected with the 12 atoms of the second atomic shell
the large peak is connected with the 42 atoms of the th
atomic shell. The maximal kinetic energy of the product io
increases with the cluster size. Thus it is only 5 keV in t
case of the Xe55 cluster but about 40 keV in the case of th
Xe1061 cluster.

The distribution of the final~saturation level! ionic
charges is shown in Fig. 8. The minimal charge in all clust
is qI58, which means that all atoms lose their 5s and 5p
electrons. In the Xe55 cluster, only two kinds of product ion
appear, namely, Xe81 ~;70%! and Xe91 ~;30%!, the last
one due to the loss of one 4d electron. In the Xe249 cluster a
small number of Xe101 ions appear and the distributio
maximum is shifted toqI59, while in the Xe531 and Xe1061
clusters the maximum lies atqI59 but the maximal ionic
charge reachesqI511, reflecting the increased contributio
of the ionization of 4d electrons.

FIG. 8. Charge distribution of product ions. Irradiation para
eters as in Fig. 1.
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In order to study the effect of light frequency on the io
ization, we performed a simulation for the Xe531 cluster at
the frequencyn51.0 fs21. The ionization dynamics at two
frequencies,n50.386 andn51.0 fs21, are compared in Fig
9. In the beginning of irradiation, the ionization efficiency
much higher atn51.0 fs21 than atn50.386 fs21. The in-
crease in the ionization efficiency results in the production
ions with higher charge and energy. Thus the maximal v
ues of ionic charge and energy atn51.0 fs21 areqI513 and
Ek'40 keV, respectively, compared withqI511 and Ek
'27 keV for the lowern50.386 fs21 frequency.

The dependence of the ionization efficiency on the lig
power has been studied for the Xe249 cluster. The results of
this study are shown in Table II. Even at a power as low
Smax51014W/cm2, all atoms are deprived of all of their oute
shell electrons. The level of the outer ionization is, howev
low at this power, making up for only 11.2% of the tot
number of electrons released by the inner ionization. A
result of the relatively high level of inner ionization and th
low level of outer ionization, the electrons form a dense a
almost neutral plasma inside the cluster. The increase of
power to Smax51015W/cm2 and even toSmax51016W/cm2

does not raise by much the inner ionization level but
creases significantly the outer ionization efficiency, so t
practically all electrons generated by the inner ionization
removed from the cluster. Only the increase of the powe
Smax51017W/cm2 significantly affects the inner ionization

-

FIG. 9. Ionization dynamics of the Xe531 cluster for two laser
frequencies: n50.386 and n51.0 fs21 and the power Smax

51016 W/cm2. The inner and outer ionization processes are p
sented as the total number of electrons removed from the hos
oms and the cluster, respectively.

TABLE II. Multielectron ionization of Xe249. Final numbers of
the inner (N1) and outer (NO) ionizations, the average (qav) and
maximal (qmax) charges of the product ions, and the kinetic ener
of these ions for different laser irradiation powersSmax. The laser
frequency isn50.386 fs21.

Smax

~W/cm2!
eFmax

~eV/Å! NI NO qav qmax

Emax

~keV!

1014 2.74 1992 227 8.00 8 3
1015 8.68 1994 1994 8.01 9 9
1016 27.4 2171 2167 8.72 10 16
1017 86.8 3364 3364 13.5 17 40
1-7
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providing ions as highly charged asqI517. The maximal
kinetic energy of ions is also high, about 40 keV, like in t
Xe1061 cluster atSmax51016W/cm2.

IV. DISCUSSION

Three processes—inner ionization, outer ionization, a
Coulomb explosion—determine the dynamics of the clus
ionization. All these processes are usually strongly coup
which complicates the interpretation of the mechanisms
volved. We will try, however, to describe the results of o
simulation in terms of physical phenomena that affect
cluster ionization and decay.

The first stage of the cluster ionization is the inner ioniz
tion by the suppression mechanism~Fig. 3!. Initially, the
bound electrons are removed from their host atoms by
direct effect of the laser field, whose amplitude is about
eV/Å at the beginning of the simulation forSmax
51016W/cm2. Such a field, according to Eq.~5!, can remove
from a Xe atom all six 5p electrons (IP<71.87 eV) but none
of the 5s electrons~IP592.1 and 105.9 eV!. The results
presented in Fig. 3 show that the inner ionization level rea
becomes close toqI56 at t50.65 fs when the laser field
reaches its first amplitude value. The unbound electrons g
erated by the inner ionization form no equilibrium plasm
with a nonuniform charge distribution, which generates
inner field. This field, according to the ignition mechanis
enhances the inner ionization. The 5s electrons, as well as
the stronger bound 4d electrons (IP>171 eV), can be re-
moved only by the combined effect of the outer~laser! field
and the inner field. Due to this effect, the average io
chargeqI continues to increase, crossing in all clusters
level of qI'8 at t;5 fs @Fig. 4~a!#. A further increase in the
average ionic charge develops very slowly since it is c
nected with the removal of the strongly bound 4d electrons.

In the very beginning of the ionization process the clus
is neutral so that some of the unbound electrons may ea
leave the cluster, which then becomes positively charg
While the cluster charge is still small, the inner fields a
determined mainly by the charge fluctuations. These fluc
tions are expected to be stronger in large clusters, contri
ing to a higher level of the inner ionization in these clust
~Fig. 3!. A further increase in the cluster charge results
two effects. First, the electron attraction to the cluster
comes stronger, which slows down the increase of the clu
charge~Fig. 6! and the rate of the outer ionization~Fig. 3!.
Second, the inner fields become stronger, contributing to
increase of the inner ionization level. In small clusters
process of outer ionization goes faster~Fig. 3!, leading to a
faster increase of their charge and, consequently, of the i
fields. As a result, the inner ionization level in small cluste
rises quickly to the level of large clusters and in the inter
t'1.5– 20 fs the inner ionization levels in all clusters b
come almost the same@Fig. 4~a!#.

The increase of the cluster charge not only enhances
inner ionization but also accelerates the cluster expans
resulting in the increase of interionic distances and the we
ening of the ignition mechanism effect. In the smallest cl
ter Xe55, the total charge is relatively small; for exampl
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Qc5440 when the average ionic charge isqI58 and all
unbound electrons are outside the cluster. The inner fi
generated by this charge cannot contribute to the remova
a significant number of 4d electrons even in the neutral clus
ter geometry. Consequently, the inner ionization proc
stops quickly, already att;12 fs @Fig. 4~a!#. Around the
same time the cluster size begins to increase, but it is alre
not of any importance for the inner ionization process. T
situation is different in larger clusters, which can bear larg
chargeQc .

Let us now consider the largest cluster Xe1061. At t
510 fs, the charge of this cluster is aboutQc;2500~Fig. 6!.
Such a charge generates the inner fields of about 40
eV/Å, which can contribute noticeably to the removal of 4d
electrons. Att.10 fs, the cluster charge continues to ri
leading to a further increase in the inner ionization level@Fig.
4~a!#. However, att.40 fs the cluster size begins to increa
quickly, being doubled att'58 fs@Fig. 4~c!#. The increase in
the cluster size significantly weakens the inner fields. C
sequently, the inner ionization process almost stops aro
t;60 fs @Fig. 4~a!#. In the Xe249 and Xe531 clusters the inner
ionization process also stops due to the expansion of th
clusters; however, this happens sooner than in the Xe1061
cluster, since in these clusters the expansion goes faster
in the Xe1061 cluster@Fig. 4~c!#.

As mentioned before, the increase of the cluster cha
due to the process of the outer ionization strengthens
electrons bound to the cluster. Consequently, the rate of
outer ionization decreases at the time scale of 1–2 fs~Fig. 3!.
The increase of the cluster charge also continues att.2 fs
and one would think that this would hamper the subsequ
ionization process. However, this is not the case as quite
opposite takes place, at least in the Xe1061 cluster, where
even the outer ionization rate increases, although slightly
the interval of;30–40 fs@Fig. 4~b!#. The reason for such
strange behavior of the outer ionization lies in the quasire
nance mechanism of this phenomenon@21,22#. The simula-
tion of the outer ionization process previously performed
us showed that in the Xe1061 cluster the quasiresonanc
mechanism leads to a strong increase in the ionization
ciency when the cluster radius increases toR
;(1.4– 1.8)R0 @22#. The interval of the outer ionization rat
increase found in the present simulation (t;30– 40 fs) cor-
responds to a somewhat smaller cluster radii,R
;(1.3– 1.6)R0 @Fig. 4~c!#. In the Xe249 and Xe531 clusters
the outer ionization rate in the wide interval of 5–45 fs
almost constant, probably due to the mutual compensatio
different factors. In the case of the Xe55 cluster, there is no
indication whatsoever of the quasiresonance process.

The character of the electron motion, which leads to
outer ionization, is well demonstrated by three trajectories
the Xe531 cluster electrons~Fig. 1!. Trajectory ~a! demon-
strates an early electron removal from the cluster att'3 fs,
when the cluster charge is very small and electrons
weakly bound to the cluster. In this case the outer field c
easily remove an electron from the cluster, demonstrating
one-way ionization process@21#. Trajectory~b! demonstrates
an electron, which is removed from the cluster in the mid
of the outer ionization process@Fig. 4~b!#, at t;38 fs. At this
1-8
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time the cluster expansion is noticeably promoted and
cluster size is roughly 50% larger than the initial one@Fig.
4~c!#. Up to the time oft;36 fs the electron moves insid
the cluster, going out from the cluster only occasionally a
to a very small distance from its surface. The electron mot
is strongly affected by collisions, which prevent an enhan
ment of the electron energy. In some intervals the elect
gets enough energy to avoid collisions and demonstrate
most regular oscillations. These oscillations, however,
not in a phase with the laser field. Only att;33.5 fs, prob-
ably due to the larger cluster size, does the electron beg
oscillate in a phase with the laser field, contributing to t
increase of the electron oscillation amplitude~in the three
subsequent oscillations it is 10, 36, and 360 Å!. At the same
time energy is enhanced~the three subsequent energy pea
are 320, 350, and 780 eV, Fig. 2!. During these oscillations
the electron crosses the cluster four times, but due to the
energy it avoids collisions that could perturb the process
the energy enhancement. Such a process of energy enh
ment, which leads finally to the ionization, is of a clear qu
siresonance character. The ionization process is differen
trajectory~c!, where the electron is removed from the clus
by one swing att;52 fs. At this time the cluster expansio
is very advanced and the cluster size is about 2.5 times la
than in the neutral cluster@Fig. 4~c!#. The strong increase o
the cluster volume~about 15 times! significantly reduces the
t
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probability of collisions, which facilitates the energy e
hancement.

The trajectories demonstrate a strong effect of collisio
on the electron energy enhancement process. The colli
effect decreases strongly with the increase of kinetic ene
Ek, and at roughlyEk.100 eV an electron is expected t
move almost freely inside the cluster@21#. The kinetic en-
ergy of trajectory~b!, for example, is mostly lower than 10
eV ~Fig. 2! so that the electron is subjected to numero
collisions until its energy becomes high att;35 fs. It is
possible to conclude that the effect of the cluster expans
on the electron energy enhancement is double. The incr
of the cluster size~due to the Coulomb explosion! decreases
the frequency of the electron oscillations inside the clus
promoting the conditions of the quasiresonance energy
hancement@21,22#. At the same time, because of the clus
density decrease, the probability of collisions becomes l
reducing the hampering effect of the collisions on the ene
enhancement and also promoting the outer ionization p
cess.
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